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Mobile electrons in the semiconductor monolayer-MoS2 form a ferromagnetic state at low temper-
ature. The Fermi sea consists of two circles, one at the K-point, the other at the K̃-point, both with
the same spin. Here, we present an optical experiment on gated MoS2 at low electron-density in
which excitons are injected with known spin and valley quantum numbers. The resulting trions are
identified using a model which accounts for the injection process, the formation of antisymmetrized
trion states, electron-hole scattering from one valley to the other, and recombination. The results
are consistent with a complete spin polarization. From the splittings between different trion states,
we measure the exchange energy, Σ, the energy required to flip a single spin within the ferromagnetic
state, as well as the intervalley Coulomb exchange energy, J . We determine Σ = 11.2 meV and
J = 5 meV at n = 1.5× 1012 cm−2, and find that J depends strongly on the electron density, n.

Ferromagnetism represents one of the canonical mag-
netic states. It describes a state of matter in which
spontaneous alignment of electron spins leads to a net
magnetization. A key metric of a ferromagnet is the ex-
change energy, Σ, the energy required to flip one spin.
Σ also determines the Curie temperature separating the
ferromagnetic (magnetically ordered) and the paramag-
netic (magnetically disordered) ground state. For the
well-known metallic ferromagnets, e.g. iron, Σ is large,
∼ 100 meV, resulting in enormous Curie temperatures,
∼ 1, 000 K. The phase transition is second order and can
be described by the Stoner mechanism.

Ferromagnetic ordering of mobile electrons has been
observed in various two-dimensional (2D) systems, e.g.,
in monolayer MoS2 [1], in an AlAs quantum well [2], in
monolayer WSe2 [3], and in twisted bilayer graphene [4].
As the Mermin-Wagner theorem precludes magnetic or-
der in 2D for isotropic spins [5], magnetic anisotropy in-
duced by, e.g., spin-orbit interaction or a small Zeeman
splitting of the Fermi surfaces is required to stabilize the
ferromagnetic order of a 2D electron gas (2DEG). The
zero-temperature ferromagnetic phase transition con-
trolled by the electron density is predicted to be of the
first order [6], an idea supported experimentally [7].

Here, we present photoluminescence (PL) with quasi-
resonant excitation on gated monolayer MoS2 in all four
polarization channels. We argue that the splitting be-
tween different emission lines provides a direct measure-
ment of the ferromagnetic exchange energy, Σ, as well as
the intervalley Coulomb exchange energy, J .

Monolayer MoS2 is a semiconductor with direct band-
gaps at the K- and at the K̃-point of the Brillouin zone
[8], Fig. 1(a). The spin-orbit splitting is large in the
valence band (∼ 150 meV [9]) and small in the conduc-
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FIG. 1. (a) Band structure of monolayer MoS2 showing ex-

citon formation at the K- and K̃-points, and the intervalley
scattering via electron-hole exchange. (b) Schematic of the
reconstructed band structure containing ferromagnetically-
ordered itinerant electrons with spin-↓. (c) Schematic of the
sample design. FLG stands for few-layer graphene.

tion band (a few meV [9–11]). Resonant σ+-polarized
(σ−-polarized) light creates an exciton at the K-point
(K̃-point). According to recent experiments, an electron
gas in monolayer MoS2 is ferromagnetically ordered for
electron densities n ≤ 3×1012 cm−2 such that the Fermi
surface consists of a circle at the K-point and a circle
at the K̃-point [1]. The experiments probe the electronic
ground-state via the optical response: in an applied mag-
netic field, there is a very pronounced optical dichroism.
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FIG. 2. PL for quasi-resonant excitation on gated monolayer MoS2 at +9.00 T and 4.2 K shown as a matrix: excitation in σ+

or σ−, collection in σ+ or σ−.

If the spins point down, the K ↓ and K̃ ↓ bands are
occupied up to the Fermi energy; conversely, the K ↑
and K̃ ↑ bands are pushed above the Fermi energy by
the Coulomb interactions amongst the electrons and are
unoccupied, as sketched in Fig. 1(b). The energy sep-
aration between the ↑ and ↓ bands is Σ, the exchange
energy. The close-to-complete spin polarization implies
that Σ must be larger than the Fermi energy. On increas-
ing the density, the dichroism disappears rather abruptly
at a particular density, evidence of a first-order transi-
tion from a ferromagnetic state to a paramagnetic state
[1]. These experimental observations are consistent with
theory which predicts both spin ordering (but not val-
ley ordering) and a first-order phase transition driven by
subtle corrections to Fermi-liquid theory [6]. The goal
here is to determine Σ for low electron density, n.

The sample consists of a MoS2 monolayer sandwiched
between two hBN layers [12, 13], Fig. 1(c). Electrons are
injected into the monolayer via a gate electrode; the elec-
tron density, n, is proportional to the applied electrode

voltage, with a capacitance calculated from the device ge-
ometry. We perform a quasi-resonant, quasi-local PL ex-
periment: the laser photon-energy is 1.96 eV, just above
the exciton energy, 1.94 eV; the PL is collected from a
region with diameter 500 nm. The excitation is either
σ+- or σ−-polarized, thereby injecting an exciton with
spin-↑ at the K-point or spin-↓ at the K̃-point, respec-
tively. The PL is detected with σ+- or σ−-polarization,
allowing via the selection rules the responsible valley for
each emission line to be determined. In PL, an electron-
hole pair is injected in a particular valley, and the valley
in which recombination takes place identified. In con-
trast, in absorption, only the eigenstates of the system
are probed. A magnetic field (perpendicular to the 2D
layer) of +9.00 T is applied: it is required to stabilize
the ferromagnetic order against the Mermin-Wagner ef-
fect. The direction of the magnetic field is such that only
spin-↓ bands are occupied. The optical response is plot-
ted as a matrix, Fig. 2: σ+/σ− refers to excitation with
σ+, collection with σ−; and etc.
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FIG. 3. (a) PL spectra at n = 1.5 × 1012 cm−2 (at +9.00 T and 4.2 K) for σ+/σ+ excitation/collection, and σ−/σ− excita-
tion/collection. (b) Trion linewidths versus n. (c) Schematic of the trion eigenstates showing in each case the two electron
states and the hole state from which the trion is constructed.

We focus initially on σ+ excitation. At n = 0,
there is one PL line in both σ+/σ+ and σ+/σ− cor-
responding to the neutral exciton, X0. The dichroism
D = [I(σ+) − I(σ−)]/[I(σ+) + I(σ−)] is 42%. On in-
creasing n, X0 weakens. In σ+/σ+, several trions are
observed yet in σ+/σ−, the PL is very weak such that D
increases to D ≃ 64% at n = 1.5× 1012 cm−2.

We propose that the n-dependence of D, Fig. 4(b), is
a consequence of a large Bir-Aronov-Pikus electron-hole
exchange rate. At n = 0, an exciton injected into the K-
valley can be scattered within its lifetime to the K̃-valley
by the electron-hole exchange, Fig. 1(b). This reduces
D from the high value expected from the selection rules
alone. Assuming an exciton lifetime of ∼ 4 ps [14, 15]
and that the dynamics can be described with a rate equa-
tion, the measured D implies a K → K̃ scattering time
of ∼ 6 ps (see Supplemental Material), consistent with
experiments in the time domain [16]. For finite n, the
spin-↓ electron-states at the K̃-valley are occupied such
that the scattering process is inhibited by the Pauli prin-
ciple and D increases. The increase of D with n is evi-
dence that the relevant K ↔ K̃ scattering mechanism is
electron-hole exchange, and that the K̃ ↓-states become
occupied.

At low n, three trions are observed in σ+/σ+, labelled
T1, T2, and T3, Fig. 2 and Fig. 3(a). T1 and T2 are
linked: they have similar intensities and linewidths. In
σ+/σ−, there is very weak PL from a trion, labelled T4,
Fig. 2 and Fig. 3(a). The energy of T4 is close to that
of T3. However, the n-dependence of the T3 and T4

linewidths are quite different, Fig. 3(b), indicating that
T3 and T4 arise from different trion species. (We use the
n-dependence of the trion linewidths as a diagnostic tool
to identify the trions; we note that a microscopic model
of the n-dependence is currently lacking.)

We turn to σ−-excitation. Using again the trion en-

ergies and n-dependent linewidths to identify the trions,
in σ−/σ+ T1, T2, and T3 are observed; in σ−/σ− T4

is observed. Hence, the collection channel and not the
excitation channel determines which trions are observed.
To proceed, it is necessary to identify the trions

T1 . . .T4 in terms of a microscopic model (see Supple-
mental Material). We describe the trions in the limit of
low density where the Fermi wavelength is much larger
than the trion size, ∼ 2 nm [17–19]. (At higher n, the
eigenstates are exciton-Fermi sea polarons [1, 20–23].)
The low-density limit applies to the lowest n used in the
experiment. Electrons in MoS2 have two degrees of free-
dom, spin Sz = ± 1

2 and valley τz = ± 1
2 (+ 1

2 for K and

− 1
2 for K̃). According to the Pauli exclusion principle,

the total wave function of a trion must be antisymmet-
ric with respect to particle exchange [24, 25]. The two
electrons within the trion bound state have therefore six
eigenstates |S, Sz; τ, τz⟩ characterized by the total spin S,
its projection Sz, the valley pseudospin τ and its projec-
tion τz. Four of the six trion states are relevant here:

|0, 0; 1, 1⟩ ≡ |Sd⟩
|0, 0; 1, 0⟩ ≡ |Si⟩
|1, 0; 0, 0⟩ ≡ |T0⟩

|1,−1; 0, 0⟩ ≡ |T−⟩ (1)

and are shown pictorially in Fig. 3(c). |Sd⟩ is the in-
travalley spin-singlet at the K-point; |Si⟩ the intervalley
spin-singlet; and |T0⟩ and |T−⟩ are two spin components
of the intervalley spin-triplet.
Consider σ+ excitation that creates a bright exciton at

the K-point. The injected electron-state is |K ↑⟩. This
electron binds with a second electron to form a trion.
Binding to a second K ↑ electron is impossible due to the
Pauli exclusion principle. If the second electron is K ↓,
the electrons form the intravalley spin-singlet state |Sd⟩,
see Eq. (1). The second spin can reside in the opposite
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valley, but only spin-↓ electrons are available in the ferro-
magnetically ordered state. The antisymmetrized state
formed is 1√

2
[|K1 ↑1; K̃2 ↓2⟩− |K2 ↑2; K̃1 ↓1⟩]. This state

is not an eigenstate: it decomposes to 1√
2
[|T0⟩ + |Si⟩],

and gives rise to two lines in the spectrum, one at the
|T0⟩-energy, the other at the |Si⟩-energy. Under σ+/σ+,
the lowest-energy trion T3 is thereby identified as |Sd⟩;
the excitons in the higher-energy pair, T1 and T2, are
identified as |Si⟩ and |T0⟩. The model explains the ob-
servation that T1 and T2 are linked: the lines arise from
recombination of the same state.

Switching to σ−-excitation, a bright exciton is created
at the K̃-point. The injected electron-state is now K̃ ↓.
In the presence of only spin-↓ electrons, the only trion
that can be formed is |T−⟩. Under σ−/σ−, only T4 is
observed. T4 is thereby identified as |T−⟩.

Finally, we analyze the cross-channels. Under σ+/σ−

conditions, the bright exciton at the K-point is scattered
to the K̃-point by electron-hole exchange. Only spin-↓
electrons are available such that the only possible trion is
|T−⟩. This is consistent with the observation of T4 in the
spectrum. Under σ−/σ+ conditions, the bright exciton
at the K̃-point is scattered to the K-point, making a
spin-↑ electron available, leading to the formation of |Sd⟩
and 1√

2
[|T0⟩+|Si⟩], such that lines T1, T2, and T3 appear

in the spectrum, exactly as observed.
The model gives a consistent description of the lines in

the PL matrix and is consistent with a two-band, spin-
↓ ferromagnetism. If spin-↑ states were occupied in the
Fermi sea then a |Sd⟩-like trion (specifically, |0, 0; 1,−1⟩)
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would be observed under σ−/σ− conditions. This is
not the case. Furthermore, a doublet corresponding to
1√
2
[|T0⟩ + |Si⟩] would be observed under σ−/σ− condi-

tions – this is also not the case. Thus, only the spin-↓
bands in each valley are occupied.
We now consider the energies of the states (see Supple-

mental Material), first, states |T0⟩ and |T−⟩. In a single-
particle interpretation, these two states would be split
by a Zeeman energy on a few-meV energy scale. (Us-
ing the spin and valley g-factors [10], the single-particle
splitting between |T0⟩ and |T−⟩ is −1.03 meV.) This is
not the case: |T0⟩ and |T−⟩ are split by a much larger
energy, ≃ 10 meV, see Fig. 4(a). The explanation lies
in that Σ contributes to |T0⟩ but not to |T−⟩. Subtract-
ing the Zeeman splitting, we find Σ ≈ 11.2 ± 1.4meV
at n = 1.5 × 1012 cm−2. The uncertainty margin arises
from random noise in the PL. We note that at this den-
sity, the Fermi energy is 2.6 meV (taking the electron
mass of 0.7m0 [26]), much smaller than Σ, as required
for the consistency of Fig. 1(b).
Second, the splitting between |T0⟩ and |Si⟩ is only pos-

sible due to an intervalley Coulomb exchange interaction,
J , that lowers the energy of the spin-triplet |T0⟩ with re-
spect to the spin-singlet |Si⟩, similar to Hund’s rule in
atoms. The splitting between T1 = |Si⟩ and T2 = |T0⟩
provides us with J as a function of n, see Fig. 4(a). We
extract J ≈ 5 meV at n = 1.5×1012 cm−2, indicating the
importance of the intervalley Coulomb exchange scatter-
ing, as pointed out in Ref. [6]. J decreases at larger n,
see Fig. 4(a). The spin-down quantum states below the
Fermi energy are occupied in the ferromagnetically or-
dered phase such that these states are excluded from the
spin-down component of the trion state. Conversely, the
spin-up quantum states remain unoccupied such that the
spin-up electron component of the trion does not depend
on n. The overlap between the spin-up and the spin-
down electron densities within the trion state decreases
with n and tends to zero at kF ≫ 1/atr, where atr is
the trion size, kF =

√
2πn the Fermi momentum in the

ferromagnetic phase. This allows us to estimate the trion
size atr ≈ 1/

√
πn0 ≈ 3 nm, a value consistent with pre-

vious research [17–19]. Here, n0 ≈ 3.5×1012 cm−2 is the
density where J ≈ 0 meV in Fig. 4(a).
A key component to this analysis is the observation of

the T1 = |Si⟩, T2 = |T0⟩ “doublet”, Fig. 3(a), not re-
solved in previous experiments [1, 7]. In absorption [1],
two peaks were observed in σ+ excitation, interpreted as
|Sd⟩ and |Si⟩. Smaller linewidths in the present exper-
iment allowed us to resolve the doublet. We note that
the |Si⟩, |T0⟩ doublet is not observed at every location
on the sample, a consequence of inhomogeneities. There
is no obvious correlation, doublet versus no doublet, with
other optical properties, for instance the X0 energy.
In conclusion, by identifing all the PL lines from gated

monolayer MoS2, we find that only spin-↓ bands at each
valley are occupied, signalling ferromagnetic order. At
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n = 1.5×1012 cm−2, we extract from the PL spectra the
ferromagnetic exchange energy, Σ ≈ 11.2± 1.4meV, and
the intervalley Coulomb exchange energy, J ≈ 5 meV.
Fast decay of J at larger n allows us to extract the
trion size, atr ≈ 3 nm at n = 3.5 × 1012 cm−2. The
large exchange energy suggests that ferromagnetic order-
ing should survive up to tens of Kelvin. At these temper-
atures, the optical probe is no longer useful on account of
phonon broadening of the optical lines – this motivates
an investigation of this state of matter with a sensitive
magnetometer [27, 28].
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BUILDING A VAN DER WAALS
HETEROSTRUCTURE DEVICE

Device fabrication

We fabricated our van der Waals heterostructure
(vdWH) by stacking two-dimensional (2D) materials us-
ing a dry-transfer technique. For this, we attached a
polydimethylsiloxane (PDMS) stamp with a thin poly-
carbonate (PC) film to a glass slide to pick up the in-
dividual layers from top to bottom. All flakes were pre-
viously mechanically exfoliated from bulk crystals (nat-
ural MoS2 crystal from SPI Supplies, synthetic hexago-
nal boron nitride (hBN) [1], and natural graphite from
Graphene Supermarket) on SiO2 (285 nm)/Si substrates.
The stacking sequence was divided into two steps. First,
we placed the few-layer graphene (FLG) back-gate and
the bottom hBN layer onto an undoped SiO2 (285 nm)/Si
substrate with pre-patterned alignment markers and big
metal leads Ti(5 nm)/Au (55 nm). Bottom metal con-
tacts were then patterned by electron-beam lithogra-
phy and subsequent metal deposition of Ti (10 nm)/Au

ba

10 μm

ML MoS2

Top hBN

Bottom 
hBN

FLG

50 μm

Back-gate

Contacts

FIG. 1. (a) and (b) are optical images of the device. Mono-
layer MoS2 is encapsulated between two hBN flakes. Few-
layer graphene (FLG) serves as back-gate electrode to inject
charge carriers into the MoS2 which is grounded via a bottom
Ti/Au contact. The monolayer region is highlighted in red.

(20 nm). In a second step, monolayer MoS2 and a cap-
ping hBN layer were placed on top of the initial van
der Waals stack. To improve the contact to the MoS2,
we annealed our device in vacuum at T = 100 ◦C for
∼ 12 hours. Fig. 1 shows the optical image of the gated
monolayer MoS2 device. The monolayer region is high-
lighted with red color.

Electrial gating

We use a single-gated device to study the behavior of
monolayer MoS2 upon electrostatic doping. FLG serves
as back-gate to inject electrons with density n. We can
estimate the capacitance of our device using simple elec-
trostatics: the monolayer MoS2 and the FLG act as two
electrodes separated by the bottom hBN layer with thick-
ness dhBN = 34±1.7 nm. The device capacitance per unit
area is then estimated to be

C =
ϵ0ϵhBN

dhBN
= 97.9 ± 4.9 nFcm−2, (1)

where ϵ0 is the vacuum permittivity and ϵhBN = 3.76
[2] is the dielectric constant of hBN. Here, we accounted
for a 5% uncertainty in determining the layer thickness
via atomic force microscopy (AFM). By applying a gate
voltage, VG, to the backgate, while keeping the monolayer
MoS2 grounded, we can inject charge carriers into our
device through

n = C · VG . (2)

In general, we can see from our optical measurement that
n ≃ 0 at VG = 0 in the device: the spectrum is dominated
by the neutral exciton, labelled as X0.

EXPERIMENTAL SET-UP

The photoluminescence (PL) spectra were recorded
at cryogenic temperatures (T = 4 K) with the set-up
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FIG. 2. Schematic of the experimental set-up for detecting
the photoluminescence (PL) signal at cryogenic temperatures
(T = 4 K). SM stands for single-mode, BP and LP for band-
and long-pass, LC for liquid crystal.

sketched in Supplementary Fig. 2. We use a red helium-
neon (HeNe) laser (λ = 633 nm, E = 1.96 eV) to opti-
cally excite our sample. The light from the laser is cou-
pled into a single-mode (SM) fiber, with its output con-
nected to a home-built confocal microscope. To produce
spectrally clean laser light, the incoming light is first sent
through a narrow band-pass (BP) filter. The light then
passes through a linear polarizer (LP) and a computer-
controlled liquid crystal (LC) to generate two perpendic-
ular linear polarizations on demand. In combination with
an achromatic quarter-wave plate (λ/4), we can create
circularly polarized light with either right-handed (σ+)
or left-handed (σ−) orientation by applying a voltage to
the LC. The light is focused onto onto the sample us-
ing a high-NA microscope objective, NA = 0.85, with an
excitation power below 500 nW. The diffraction-limited
spot can be scanned over the sample by cryogenic nano-
positionners. The emitted light from the sample is col-
lected by the same objective, goes again through the λ/4-
waveplate, and is directed to the collection arm using a
90:10 beam-splitter (BS). The combination of another
LC with a linear polarizer in the collection arm is used
to resolve the polarization of the PL signal. A long-pass
(LP) filter removes the background light before the signal
is coupled into a SM fiber and sent to the spectrometer
with a 1500 grooves-per-millimeter grating. The spectra
are recorded by a liquid-nitrogen cooled charged coupled
device (CCD) array.

EXPERIMENTAL ANALYSIS

Position-dependent photoluminescence data and
reproducibility

Different sample positions, labelled as P1, . . . P5, are
investigated, marked by black circles on the position-
dependent PL map, Fig. 3(a),(b). All positions repre-
sent clean spots on the sample, reflected by high inten-
sities and narrow optical linewidths, Γ = 2.8− 4.1 meV,
of the neutral exciton, X0, at n = 0. At n = 1.5 ×
1012 cm−2, a “doublet” feature T1, T2 is observable in
σ+/σ+-polarization at various locations on the sample,
Fig. 3(a),(c). We note that the T1, T2 doublet is not ob-
served at every location on the sample. There is no obvi-
ous correlation, doublet versus no doublet, with other op-
tical properties, such as X0 energy and linewidth, Fig.3d.
Fig. 6 presents the density-dependent PL data in a

perpendicular magnetic field of Bz = +9.00 T for two
different positions on the sample, P1 and P2. The op-
tical response is plotted as a matrix: σ+/σ− refers to
excitation with σ+, collection with σ−; and etc. We note
that the X0 energies, linewidths and intensities are com-
parable to the data shown in the main text (position P5),
Fig. 3(d). At both positions, electron doping is demon-
strated. With increasing carrier concentration, the inten-
sity of the neutral exciton is transferred to the negatively
charged trions. For P1, three emission lines, T1, T2 and
T3, are observable in σ+/σ+-polarization, while for P2
the “doublet” feature is not resolvable. We note that the
different trion states, T1, T2 and T3, are very close in
energy. A clear observation of the doublet state, Fig. 3
and Fig. 6, for position P1 compared to position P2, is
probably related to the sample quality and the specific
dielectric environment.

Valley polarization

PL arises from the radiative recombination of bright
excitons at the K- and K̃-points. The optical selection
rules ensure that normally incident σ+- polarized light
can only create an exciton at the K-point, σ−- polarized
light at the K̃-point. Conversely, one can measure the
valley polarization of the recombining exciton because
σ+ photons originate from recombination of excitons at
the K-point, σ− photons from recombination at the K̃-
point.

In our experiment, the valley polarization of the op-
tically excited electrons can be estimated from the PL
emission in the circular polarization of the same and op-
posite helicity compared to the excitation light, a quan-
tity called optical dichroism, D,

D =
I(σ+)− I(σ−)
I(σ+) + I(σ−)

. (3)
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At n = 0, D is 42% for σ+- and σ−-polarization, Fig.4.
This number indicates a significant bright exciton trans-
fer between the K- and K̃-valley. This value increases
to 64% at n = 1.5 × 1012 cm−2 for both σ+- and σ−-
polarization, respectively. We ascribe this observation to
a large Bir-Aronov-Pikus electron-hole exchange rate.
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FIG. 4. PL spectra at n = 0 in all four circular polarizations.
Lorentzian fits to the neutral exciton, X0, reveal a valley po-
larization of D = 42% in our gated monolayer MoS2 device.

Assuming that electron-hole exchange is the only sig-
nificant mechanism, and applying a rate equation model,
we find the electron-hole exchange relaxation time τeh

τeh
τex

≃ 2D

1−D
. (4)

Taking a typical value for the radiative lifetime, τex ≃

- +

KK̃
a b

KK̃

KK̃

K̃

K

FIG. 5. Electron-hole exchange diagrams (a) without and (b)
with an excess electron from the Fermi sea. An exciton at
the K-point scatters into an exciton at the K̃-point via the
annihilation channel, flipping the spins of both electron and
hole. The conduction electron and valence hole wave functions
are shown by solid and dashed lines, respectively. The orange
wavy lines correspond to the Coulomb interaction.
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4 ps [3, 4], the measured value of D allows the electron-
hole exchange time to be estimated as τeh ≃ 6 ps. This is
similar to other estimates of the exciton-valley relaxation
time [5]. The electron-hole exchange is caused by the
long-range Coulomb interaction [6–8], Fig. 5.

THEORETICAL DESCRIPTION OF THE TRION
STATES

Microscopic model for low electron densities

We use the few-particle trion picture to interpret our
experimental results. This approach is valid as long as
the Fermi wavelength, 2π/kF , kF is the Fermi momen-
tum, is much larger than the trion size, atr ∼ 2 nm [9–11].
This is the case for the lowest electron densities in our
experiment.

In monolayer MoS2, electrons have two degrees of free-
dom, spin, sz = ± 1

2 , and valley isospin, τz = ± 1
2 . Pos-

sible trion quantum states follow from the eigenvalue
problem of the three-particle Hamiltonian. According to
Fermi statistics, the total electron wave function within
a trion state must be antisymmetric under exchange of
electrons.

Within the trion state, each electron (1 or 2) can either
have spin | ↑⟩ or spin | ↓⟩. Consequently, there are four
product states,

| ↑⟩1| ↑⟩2, | ↑⟩1| ↓⟩2, | ↓⟩1| ↑⟩2, | ↓⟩1| ↓⟩2 . (5)

However, it is more convenient to work with the eigen-
states of the total spin: the spin-singlet state, S = 0,

1√
2
[| ↑⟩1| ↓⟩2 − | ↓⟩1| ↑⟩2] (6)

and the three spin-triplet states, S = 1,

χ+ = | ↑⟩1| ↑⟩2, χ− = | ↓⟩1| ↓⟩2, (7)

χ0 = 1√
2
[| ↑⟩1| ↓⟩2 + | ↓⟩1| ↑⟩2] . (8)

We note that the singlet state is antisymmetric, while
the triplet states are symmetric. Analogous to the spin
states, there are four possible orbital states, one antisym-
metric valley-singlet state, τ = 0,

1√
2

[
|K⟩1|K̃⟩2 − |K̃⟩1|K⟩2

]
(9)

and three symmetric valley-triplet states, τ = 1,

|K⟩1|K⟩2,
1√
2

[
|K⟩1|K̃⟩2 + |K̃⟩1|K⟩2

]
, |K̃⟩1|K̃⟩2 .(10)

Antisymmetric trion wave functions can only be con-
structed as a product of singlet and triplet states. Con-
sequently, three spin-singlet states are attached to each

valley triplet state,

|Sd⟩ = |K⟩1|K⟩2 ·
1√
2
[| ↑⟩1| ↓⟩2 − | ↓⟩1| ↑⟩2] , (11)

|Si⟩ =
1√
2
[|K⟩1|K̃⟩2 + |K̃⟩1|K⟩2]

· 1√
2
[| ↑⟩1| ↓⟩2 − | ↓⟩1| ↑⟩2] , (12)

|S̃d⟩ = |K̃⟩1|K̃⟩2 ·
1√
2
[| ↑⟩1| ↓⟩2 − | ↓⟩1| ↑⟩2] , (13)

and three spin-triplet states are attached to the valley
singlet state,

|Ts⟩ =
1√
2
[|K⟩1|K̃⟩2 − |K̃⟩1|K⟩2] · χs . (14)

Here, χ± and χ0 are the spin-triplet states defined in
Eqs. (7), (8), |Sd⟩ and |S̃d⟩ correspond to the intravalley
spin-singlet states at the K- and K̃-point, respectively,
|Si⟩ is the intervalley spin-singlet state.

Optical excitation of the trion states under circular
polarization

The optical selection rules ensure that normally inci-
dent σ+-polarized light can only create an exciton at the
K-point. The electron component of the bright exciton
can be written as

|ex+⟩ = |K ↑⟩ . (15)

In general, such an exciton can bind to an electron from
the following Fermi seas:

|K ↓⟩, |K̃ ↑⟩, |K̃ ↓⟩ . (16)

We note that binding to an electron with the same spin
and valley quantum number, in this case |K ↑⟩, is not
possible due to the Pauli exclusion principle. This results
in the formation of the following three trion species

1√
2
[|K ↑⟩1|K ↓⟩2 − |K ↓⟩1|K ↑⟩2] = |Sd⟩ , (17)

1√
2

[
|K ↑⟩1|K̃ ↑⟩2 − |K̃ ↑⟩1|K ↑⟩2

]
= |T+⟩ , (18)

1√
2

[
|K ↑⟩1|K̃ ↓⟩2 − |K̃ ↓⟩1|K ↑⟩2

]

=
1√
2
[|T0⟩+ |Si⟩] . (19)

We note that the optically excited trion state in Eq. (19)
is a superposition of the two intervalley trion states, |T0⟩
and |Si⟩. This state appears as a “doublet” feature in
our experiment due to the intervalley exchange Coulomb
interaction splitting |T0⟩ and |Si⟩.
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Accordingly, excitation with σ−-polarized light creates
an exciton at the K̃-point

|ex−⟩ = |K̃ ↓⟩ , (20)

which can bind to an electron |K̃ ↑⟩, |K ↓⟩, |K ↑⟩ and
form the trions |S̃d⟩, |T−⟩, −[|T0⟩+|Si⟩]/

√
2, respectively.

Energies of the trion states

We calculate the relevant energies of the trion states
in our experiment using first-order perturbation theory.
The Hamiltonian of the system is given by

Ĥ = Ĥ0 + V̂ , (21)

V̂ = Σ(sz,1 + sz,2) + Ĥso + Ĥz + Ĥex , (22)

with Ĥψ = Eψ, E is the trion energy. Here, Ĥ0 is the
three-body Hamiltonian that conserves both total spin
and total valley isospin. It includes the kinetic energy
term as well as the spin-conserving and valley-conserving
Coulomb matrix elements. If only Ĥ0 is taken into ac-
count, all trion species have the same energy. The per-
turbation, V̂ , breaks both spin and valley isospin conser-
vation, yet the z-components of spin and valley isospin
remain conserved. This results in the observed fine struc-
ture of the trion peaks. Σ > 0 in Eq. (22) stands for the
ferromagnetic exchange energy splitting off the ↑ bands,
sz,1 (sz,2) is the z-projection of the spin operator, corre-
sponding to the first (second) electron within the trion
state. The spin-orbit interaction, Ĥso, is represented by
the spin-valley coupling

Ĥso = −2∆so (sz,1τz,1 + sz,2τz,2) , (23)

with the following non-zero matrix elements:

⟨K ↑| Ĥso |K ↑⟩ = ⟨K̃ ↓| Ĥso |K̃ ↓⟩ = −∆so

2
, (24)

⟨K ↓| Ĥso |K ↓⟩ = ⟨K̃ ↑| Ĥso |K̃ ↑⟩ = +
∆so

2
. (25)

Here, ∆so is the conduction band spin-orbit splitting,
τz,1 = ±1/2, τz,2 = ±1/2. The Zeeman term corre-
sponding to the out-of-plane magnetic field, Bz, is given
by

Ĥz = gµBBz (sz,1 + sz,2) + 2αµBBz (τz,1 + τz,2) , (26)

where the first (second) part is related to the spin (valley
isospin) contribution, with g = 1.98 and α = 0.375 [12],
µB is the Bohr magneton.

The Coulomb interaction conserves total spin, i.e., we
can work within a spin-singlet and spin-triplet channels
separately. The only component of the Coulomb inter-
action that splits different valley states is the intervalley
exchange Coulomb matrix element

J

2
≡ ⟨τz,−τz|Ĥex| − τz, τz⟩ , (27)

where τz = ±1/2 labels the valley. The spin index is
lifted due to the spin-conserving nature of the Coulomb
interaction. The intervalley exchange Coulomb interac-
tion splits the states |Sd⟩, |S̃d⟩, |Si⟩ and |Ts⟩ as follows

⟨Sd|Ĥex|Sd⟩ = ⟨S̃d|Ĥex|S̃d⟩ = ⟨T±|Ĥex|T±⟩ = 0 , (28)

⟨Si|Ĥex|Si⟩ =
J

2
, ⟨T0|Ĥex|T0⟩ = −J

2
. (29)

Combining this with the single-particle contributions and
the ferromagnetic exchange, Σ, we find that states |Sd⟩,
|S̃d⟩, |T±⟩ are the eigenstates of Ĥ with the following
energies (counted from the binding energy provided by
Ĥ0)

ESd
= 2αµBBz , (30)

ES̃d
= −2αµBBz , (31)

ET± = −J
2
± (Σ + gµBBz) . (32)

The states |Si⟩ and |T0⟩ are mixed by the spin-orbit in-
teraction

V̂ |Si⟩ =
J

2
|Si⟩ −∆so|T0⟩ , (33)

V̂ |T0⟩ = −J
2
|T0⟩ −∆so|Si⟩ . (34)

The energies of the true eigenstates – we call them |Si⟩so
and |T0⟩so – are then

ESi
=

√
J2

4
+ ∆2

so, ET0
= −

√
J2

4
+ ∆2

so . (35)

∆so is hardly dependent on the electron densities, n,
within the experimental gate-voltage range. However,
we observe that at larger electron densities, n ≈ 3.5 ×
1012 cm−2, the splitting ESi

− ET0
vanishes (the two

peaks merge together). This implies that ∆so is negli-
gible compared to J for the relevant electron densities in
our experiment. We can approximate

ESi
≈ J

2
, ET0

≈ −J
2
. (36)

In our experiment, there are only four relevant trions,
|Sd⟩, |T−⟩ and the doublet state [|T0⟩ + |Si⟩]/

√
2, pro-

viding the ESi
and ET0

energies. The ferromagnetic ex-
change energy, Σ, and the intervalley exchange Coulomb
energy, J , are then found from the trion splittings

J ≈ ESi
− ET0

, (37)

Σ = ET0
− ET− − gµBBz . (38)
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